
Personal Learning Check

From this unit I 
can… (tick your 

confidence level)
Happy Ok

Need to 
revisit

Recall the 
definitions of 
the key words

Recall at least 3 
struggles faced 

by Martin

Recall at least 2 
things Martin 

achieved

Recall at least 2 
ways Martin’s 
religion helped

Recall at least 3 
examples of 

racism faced by 

black Americans

The most interesting thing I have learned this 
unit is……

.

Something that surprised me this unit is…..

A question I would like to know more about in 
this unit is….

Knowledge Bank – Term 3, Martin Luther King 

Causes and Effects of 
Martin’s work

Struggles he faced
What he achieved 
to overcome this

Bus boycott – law 
changed in Montgomery

The civil rights movement 
won the right to vote

Martin’s house was 
bombed – no one was hurt

Martin was stabbed but 
survived

Black people in America 
were seen as inferior

The civil rights movement 
ended Segregation in USA

Key Vocabulary

Segregation-Enforced 
separation of groups in a 
community
Civil Rights– Legal rights given 
to all citizens
Racism- a belief that one race of 
people is superior to another
Justice- fait treatment
Prejudice– judging someone 
before knowing anything about 
them
Discrimination– treating people 
differently because of race, 
religion, sex etc.

Martin was a Christian. He believed 3 main things;
1. That God would guide him in his challenge for equality.
2. That God was with him, protecting him in his struggles.
3. ‘Love thy neighbour’ treat others with peace and 
respect no matter who they are.

Racism 
in USA

Examples
Black children had to go 
to separate schools and 

university

Black people 
couldn’t vote

Black people 
were paid less 

than white

Black people 
were 

separated 
from white e.g. 
parks, buses, 
cafes, toilets

Black people were 
regularly attacked – 

police didn’t help

How might this 
make the black 

community feel?

Upset Inferior
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